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Where do we go from here? – Retrofit case 1: ATAC MB
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Where do we go from here? – Retrofit case 2: Trenord TSR
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Where do we go from here? – Retrofit case 3: MD Trenitalia
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Where do we go from here? – Update --- M Set Sydney
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 Easy modification to existing 
monobloc wheel

 Very promising business case

 No experience with tyred wheels in 
Australia



Where do we go from here?
NEW VEHICLES
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 Selling trains is not anymore the most profitable business

 Selling SERVICE is the key to success (20-30 years on the average)

 Saving money every single day may be a key factor to win a 
tender

 How can a train with tyred wheels be offered/purchased?

 UIC standards were never withdrawn!!!!

“The vehicle shall be equipped with tyred wheels.
Tyres shall be replaceable without any machine tools, e.g. the wheel be designed
without retaining ring and with tapered mating surfaces.
EN standards and UIC leaflets in force shall be used for design where applicable
with the changes necessary to implement the aforementioned prescription.
The bidder shall provide evidence of the safety of the proposal, which will be 
evaluated during the analysis of the technical offer”.
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What the hell is happening in the world???

Incidentally, this was my 
very first post in my life…
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What the hell is happening in the world???
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What the hell is happening in the world???
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What the hell is happening in the world???
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Conclusions and acknowledgments

 We would like to thank all of the people that helped us in this 
project

 We have proven that old technologies can still be interesting 
when using modern tools and knowledge

 We have developed the skill necessary to approach the redesign 
of old vehicles as well as the design of new vehicles

 We therefore offer our support to all subjects that want to get 
real advantages from this apparently old technology…

 …and this is not a dream, we have proven it!!!

Grazie a tutti, grazie CIFI!




